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Abstract—The reservoir is described as a “supercritical cluster”; that is, an aggregate of conductive

elements that comprises a “backbone” of connected pores or fractures that span the zone of interest,

and also a collection of “sub-critical clusters” or “dangling ends” joined to the backbone to a limited

extent. The scheme resembles the usual fracture and matrix-blocks setting but both backbone and

sub-clusters are of the same material and share similar petrophysical properties. Whereas the

backbone is a homogeneous porous medium, the sub-critical clusters behave as fractal porous

media. The backbone-cluster type of flow has been observed in laboratory experiments. The sub-

critical clusters were approximated as linear fractal media characterized by static and dynamic

fractal exponents and also by porosity and permeability of the compound medium. One of the

ends of the linear clusters is closed and the other is joined to the backbone, where the mainstream

occurs. A new solution was developed for that problem. The Laplace transform in time and space

was used in the mathematical scheme. The theory developed was applied to field cases of

interference between wells in aquifers. The matches of computed and observed dynamic pressures

show fair fits.

Résumé — Transitoires de pression dans un modèle d’agrégat fractal de milieux poreux —

Le réservoir est décrit comme un « agrégat supercritique » ; à savoir un ensemble d’éléments

conducteurs comprenant un « squelette » de pores connectés ou de fractures qui s’étendent sur

la zone d’intérêt et également une collection « d’agrégats sous-critiques » ou « d’extrémités non

saturées » jointes au squelette sur une distance limitée. Le schéma ressemble à la fracturation

et aux assemblages blocs-matrice habituels mais le squelette et les sous-agrégats sont du même

matériau et partagent des propriétés pétro-physiques similaires. Tandis que le squelette est un

milieu poreux homogène, les agrégats sous-critiques se comportent comme des milieux poreux

fractals. Ce type d’écoulement a été observé dans des expériences de laboratoire. Les agrégats

sous-critiques ont été représentés comme des milieux fractals linéaires caractérisés par des

exposants fractals statiques et dynamiques et également par la porosité et la perméabilité du

milieu du composé. Une des extrémités des agrégats linéaires est fermée et l’autre est reliée au

squelette, où coule le flux principal. Une nouvelle solution a été développée pour ce problème.

La transformée de Laplace dans le temps et l’espace a été utilisée dans le développement

mathématique. La théorie développée a été appliquée aux cas d’interférence sur le terrain entre

les puits dans des aquifères. Les comparaisons de pressions dynamiques calculées et observées

présentent des résultats compatibles.
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NOMENCLATURE

fSC Fraction of SC-BB connected length

ABB Well surface at the pay zone

C Coefficient in Equation (5)

d Fractal exponent

h Thickness (m)

H Heaviside step distribution

Km Modified Bessel function of order m
L Laplace transform

L�1 Inverse Laplace transform

m Integer

p Pressure (Pa)

q Flow rate (m3/s)

r Radial distance (m)

t Time (s), (h in Fig. 9)

x Linear coordinate (m)

a Fractal dimension exponent (� df )
b Dynamic exponent (= 2=dw)

h Exponent in Equation (2) in O’Shaugnessy and

Procaccia (1985) and Barker (1988)

g Hydraulic diffusivity (m2/s)

l Viscosity (Pa.s)

s Time-Laplace transform parameter

j Space-Laplace transform parameter

r2
r Radial Laplacian operator

SUBSCRIPTS AND SUPERSCRIPTS

BB Backbone

f Fractal dimension

SC Subcritical cluster

w Brownian or random-walk
~F Time-Laplace transform of F

F̂ Space-Laplace transform of F

m ¼ 1� df =dw, order of Bessel K function in

(Metzler et al., 1994)

INTRODUCTION

Characterization of Fractal Porous Media

The main characteristics of fractal media are two expo-

nents that are defined in deterministic fractals. df is the
fractal dimension: the exponent that links a scalar factor

applied to a regular fractal object and the number of

elements that result from that scale-up. For instance in

the Sierpinsky gasket when the scale is doubled and the

central triangle is discarded the number of new elements

is three, Figure 1.

In actual porous or fractured media df is obtained

from sampling and through box counting or sand box

algorithms. See ben-Avraham and Havlin (2000) and

Schroeder (1990). The extent of pore area or volume;

or the number of fractures in the sampling space,

increases as the df power of the augmented search radius.

The dynamic exponent, dw, is derived considering

Brownian stochastic motion of a particle in the medium.

It relates the scalar factor to the number of possible steps

between two extreme nodes in a fractal net, Figure 2.

Computation of dw even in deterministic media is

difficult, numerical enumerations are often used, but

the Alexander and Orbach (1982) conjecture, the ratio

of the exponents is a constant, df =dw = 2/3, allows

determination of the dynamic from the fractal exponent.

Δt 2 = Δt + Δt A 

A A

B OO

A A

B OO

Δt

OO

2 2

1

Δt A = (Δt + Δt 2)/4 + (Δt + Δt A)/4 + (Δt + Δt B)/4 + Δt/4t

Δt2  =  5Δt ;   dw = log 5/log 2

Δt B  =  Δt + Δt B/2 

Figure 2

Brownian motion in the Sierpinsky gasket.

df  = log3/log2

Figure 1

Upscaling in the Sierpinsky gasket.
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That ratio has been proven as accurate by a number of

experimental numerical studies (Rammal et al., 1984;

Essam and Bhatti, 1985) although it is still a conjecture,

i.e. with no analytical proof. In this paper, we adopt that

link between static and dynamic exponents.

It is essential for the application of fractal principles

to natural materials that random or stochastic fractals,

representative of natural objects, preserve the properties

of deterministic fractals, thus, the fractal in Figure 3b

may behave similarly to the one in Figure 3a in actual

flow processes, (Ben-Avraham and Havlin, 2000).

Generally, the values of the exponents are fractions

not as simple as the ratios shown in Figures 1 and 2.

The fractal diffusion equation:

ra
r p r; tð Þ � g

@bp r; tð Þ
@tb

¼ 0 ð1Þ

with a � df ; b ¼ 2=dw; has a foundation on probabilis-

tic considerations with Fourier and Laplace transforms.

The step from diffusion in fractal media to the frac-

tional-derivative representation was not immediate but

required the formulation of probabilistic concepts,

(Compte, 1996; Gorenflo and Mainardi, 1997; Metzler

and Klafter, 2000; Mainardi et al., 2001; Vlahos et al.,

2008).

The methods for porous or for fractured media are

the same; “Porous and fractured media appear to follow

the same idealized scaling rule for both flow and trans-

port” (Neuman, 1990). By using scalar arguments

O’Shaugnessy and Procaccia (1985) and Barker (1988)

transformed Equation (1) into a differential equation

with a space dependent diffusivity:

g
@p

@t
¼ 1

r df �1

@

@r
r df �1�h @p

@r

� �
ð2Þ

h includes dw. Basically it results from passing the

scaling exponential law of distances to the geometrical

material balance. Its solution is:

p r; tð Þ ¼ dw

dfC
df
dw

� � 1

adw
2

� �df
dw

exp � r dw

adw
2t

� �
ð3Þ

this and similar solutions have been labeled “stretched

exponentials”, (Sahimi, 1995; Metzler and Klafter,

2000). Chang and Yortsos (1990) applied it to the anal-

ysis of well tests. The solution, Equation (3), does not

account for interference tests (Sahimi, 1993; Camacho

Velazquez et al., 2008). It has been criticized for limiting

diffusion as only space dependent but time independent

(Sahimi, 1993; Leveinen, 2000).

A modification of Equation (2) was presented by

Metzler et al. (1994) with a fractional time derivative

dependent on dw. (Raghavan, 2011).

g
@bp

@tb
¼ 1

r2df =dw�1

@

@r
r2df =dw�1 @p

@r

� �
ð4Þ

Its solution in the Laplace domain is:

~p r; sð Þ ¼ C
r

s
2
dw

� �1�d
2

Km rsdw
� � ð5Þ

It has the advantage of describing interference,

(de Swaan et al., 2012), and it does reduce to the normal

case for integer exponents.

Percolation Clusters

The concept of “percolation cluster” as representative of

porous and fractured media has been advanced by

several authors. (Sahimi, 1995; ben Avraham and

Havlin, 2000). They have been called “spatially periodic

structures [. . .] homogeneous in the large scale but with a

fractal microstructure” by Adler and Thovert (1993).

It has been reckoned that in fractured reservoirs “flow

takes place in a relatively small number of fractures”

(Leveinen, 2000) and “Only six fractures could be traced

through nine sections [in a rock block with 240 frac-

tures]”, (Adler and Thovert, 1999, page 213). Figure 4.

A cluster of bounding elements becomes connected

across a region of interest when the probability of an ele-

ment of area being a conducting pore or bond, is greater

than a fraction that depends on the underlying type of

lattice, (see page 11 table 2.1 in Sahimi (1994); ben

Avraham and Havlin, 2000). A cluster connected

throughout is a “super-critical” cluster, Figure 5a. It is

a) b)

Figure 3

a) Deterministic and b) random fractals.
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composed by one or several BackBones (BB) communi-

cated to Sub-critical Clusters (SC); that is, aggregates of

pores or fractures with a connection to the backbone but

isolated among them, Figure 5b.

The backbone is a homogeneous medium whereas the

sub-critical clusters, as randomly generated aggregates,

behave as fractal media. Thus, in the backbone flow of

fluids follows the normal diffusion law in a connected

medium. The backbone-cluster type of flow has been

observed in laboratory experiments (Klemm et al.,

1999). A turbiditic system (Chen et al., 2012) with com-

municating channels and appended lobes may also be

approximated by the BB-SC description – in this case

with different properties.

1 THEORY

1.1 Diffusion in a Supercritical Cluster

The system BB plus SC is similar to the well known sys-

tem of fracture and matrix-rock blocks (de Swaan,

1986), but in this case both media share the same petro-

physical properties: local porosity, permeability and

rock compressibility.

BB’s generally have varying cross sections along their

lengths. They have “hot spots” where the section reduces

to a single communicating element (fracture or pore); in

between, they may have wide openings or “blobs”. In the

present theory BB are assumed with a constant or homo-

geneous cross-section hBB. Heterogeneous BB can be

accounted for by composite linear, (Carslaw and Jaeger,

1959), radial or spherical regions, the last two with no

variation in angular directions, (de Swaan, 1998).

We assumed that flow in the compound medium of

backbones and fractal clusters is described by the follow-

ing simplifying conditions:

1. The backbone is a uniform net of pores or fractures

with average thickness hBB;
2. Tortuosity of the backbone was not considered;

3. The SC are prisms with an average length hSC perpen-

dicular to the backbone;

4. The SC contact a fraction fSC of the backbones’

length, Figure 5;

5. Values of local porosity, permeability and compress-

ibility are common to both media;

6. A repetitive element within the pay zone has a thick-

ness equal to hBB þ hSC .
The system for a single extended backbone is depicted

in Figure 6.

In radial – axial – symmetry the pressure equation is:

r2
r pBB r; tð Þ � g

@pBB r; tð Þ
@t

� fSC
hBB

Z t

0

@pBB x; t0ð Þ
@t0

qSC t0ð Þdt0 ¼ 0

ð6Þ
where qSC is the inflow from a representative or average

SC to the BB as the effect of a unit step pressure

disturbance at the contacting surface. The SC contact a

fraction fSC along the radial BB’s.

That outflow is convolved in time to account for the

variable pressure in the backbone. The time-Laplace

transform is:

r2
r~pBB r; tð Þ � gs~pBB � s

fSC
hBB

~pBB~qSC sð Þ ¼ 0 ð7Þ

Figure 4

Fracture network, Adler and Thovert (1999).

a) b)

Figure 5

Supercritical cluster a) and its description as backbone and

subcritical clusters b).
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SC are considered with a linear finite geometry. One

of the ends of the linear-fractal clusters is closed; the

other extreme is connected to the BB. ~qSC is the trans-

formed flow rate from a single SC after a unitary

pressure disturbance – a heaviside step – in the BB.

The solution to Equation (7) in the time-Laplace

domain is:

~pBB ¼ �ql
ABBk

K0 r
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s=g0

p� �
s

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s=g0

p
K1 rw

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s=g0

p� � ð8Þ

where,

g0 ¼ gþ fSC
hBB

~qSC sð Þ ð9Þ

Distributions of hSC lengths can be incorporated in the

formulation as in the multiply sized blocks and fractures

formulation, de Swaan (2000). Different BB and SC

properties, as in turbiditic channel-lobe systems can also

be represented in that scheme.

1.2 Fractal Diffusion in a Finite Linear Medium

The fractional differential equation:

@ap

@xa
¼ g

@bp

@tb
ð10Þ

has been solved in several papers for infinite linear

media, (Metzler and Klafter, 2004), but not for finite

media with the boundary conditions of the present

problem.

The clusters-to-backbone flow term in Equation (6) is

accounted for through the solution to the fractional

diffusion of pressure equation in a finite linear

medium, a � df ; b ¼ 2
dw
. Fractional derivative defini-

tions include Riemann–Liouville, Grunwald–Letnikov,

Weyl, Caputo, Marchaud, and Riesz, (Agrawal, 2002;

Oldham and Spanier, 1974; Miller and Ross, 1993;

Podlubny, 1999; Butzer and Westphal, 2000). Of the

various derivatives we chose Caputo’s which Laplace

transform is:

Lx;j
@ap

@xa

	

¼ jap̂�

Xm�1

j¼0

ja�1�jp jð Þ 0þ; tð Þ; m� 1 < a � m

ð11Þ

where m is an integer; p jð Þ is the derivative of

order j. Thus, the L transform of the Caputo time

derivative is:

Lt;s
@bp

@tb

)(
¼ sb~p� sp x; 0ð Þ; b < 2 ð12Þ

The Laplace transform of the Caputo derivative has

the convenience of including integer derivatives, in

contrast with Sturm-Liouville and other definitions of

fractal derivatives.

The boundary condition at the extreme length hSC of

the average sub-critical clusters is a Heaviside unit step

function:

p hSC ; tð Þ ¼ H tð Þ ð13Þ

with transform:

~p hSC ; sð Þ ¼ 1=s ð14Þ

As the space coordinate extends only in one direction

from the origin, the Laplace transform can be used

instead of the Fourier transformation. Circumflex means

space-Laplace transform; a dash means the time-Laplace

transform.

At x = 0 the boundary condition is no-flow, we use

the gradient as the regular order one derivative:

@p 0; tð Þ
@x

¼ 0 ð15Þ

or,

jp̂ 0; tð Þ ¼ 0 ð16Þ

Space and time transforms of Equation (10) result in:

~̂p j; sð Þ ¼ j~p 0; sð Þ
ja � s=gð Þb

ð17Þ

hSC

fSC

hBB

Figure 6

Schematic of backbone and subcritical clusters.
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Notice that Equation (16) is space-transformed and

the numerator in Equation (17) is time-transformed.

The boundary condition at hSC ; Equation (14), requires:

~p 0; sð Þ ¼ 1

s
L�1
j;x

j

ja � ðs=gÞb
( )" #�1

x¼hSC

ð18Þ

For a ¼ 2 and b ¼ 1; the diffusivity equation reduces

to the normal or Gaussian case as:

L�1 j
j2 � a2

n o
¼ cosh axð Þ ð19Þ

and

~p x; sð Þ ¼ coshð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s=g

p
xÞ

s coshð ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
s=g

p
hSCÞ

ð20Þ

See Carslaw and Jaeger (1959) page 309.

The flow into or from the fractal SC cluster is the

derivative of pressure at the face x¼ hSC we use the

regular, non-fractal, space derivative:

gqSC ¼ k

l
@~pðhSC ; sÞ

@x
ð21Þ

Lx;jLt;s
@pðx; tÞ

@x


 	
¼ j2~p 0; sð Þ

s ja � s=gð Þb
h i ð22Þ

The L transform does not include fractional deriva-

tives at t = 0, neither at x = 0, because we used the

Caputo derivative.

The reduction to the normal case (a ¼ 2; b ¼ 1Þ
results in a hyperbolic sine divided by the hyperbolic

cosine at the constant pressure face, (Carslaw and Jaeger,

1959).

2 RESULTS

The transformed Equation (8) with source term

Equation (21) is back-transformed in time by means of

the Crump (1976) and Schapery (1961) procedures.

Validation of the formulation was made by comparing

its results with the analytical normal results with expo-

nents a ¼ 2; b ¼ 1, (not shown).
The properties df ; u; k; hBB; hSC ; fSC, were adjusted to

match observed interference pressure tests by an auto-

matic match procedure, (Minpack, 1999).

Figures 7 and 8 show results matched to punctual data

selected from Le Borgne et al. (2004), from tests in a

highly heterogeneous fractured aquifer. The names of

the wells include their distance to the pumping well.

The pressure increments at the observation wells show

up at intervals unrelated to those distances. Tidal effects

were not filtered.

Figure 9 shows results matched to observations from

Bernard et al. (2006).

Table 1 contains values of the properties derived from

the matches. Table 2 shows values used in the model.

Some adjusted values show lack of consistency; in wells

R200 andM5, the SC and BB thicknesses add significantly

to more than the corresponding aquifer thickness.

Most of the df values in column 3 are between 1 and 2.

That value means that the trajectory of flow is a crooked

line that covers more than the linear dimension, one;

0
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Figure 7

This theory (lines); observations (marks, Le Borgne et al.,

2004).
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2004).
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but less than the areal dimension (two), see the Koch line

in Ben-Avraham and Havlin (2000) page 4. The excep-

tion is well M1 with a value of 2.69 which means a flow

path close to be space-filling, (dimension 3).

By using a different technique, Bernard et al. (2006)

give values of permeability of 4.5E-12 m2; porosities

from 0.005 to 0.08, from the pressure responses in

the wells. Well M5 is in a perpendicular direction

from, and farther from the injection well than, well

M1. It shows an earlier response; therefore manifesting

high anisotropy in the formation.

3 COMMENTS

The presented matches are not unique; they depend on

the starting values of the assumed properties; those pre-

senting plausible values of the properties were selected

and are shown in Figures 7 to 9 with the values in

Table 1.

A full validation of the presented approach requires

determination of fractal exponents and fracture space

distribution besides the average petrophysical properties

of the media where the well tests are conducted. Detailed

numerical simulations of fractal media may be used to

that avail.

A more realistic backbone with varying cross section

can be represented as a linear medium with a collection

of linear media (Carslaw and Jaeger 1959). In radial

coordinates a collection of linked coronae can account

for radial (not angular) variations in properties or thick-

ness, (de Swaan, 1998).

Discrete distributions of varying properties and size of

the dangling ends can be described in the manner of

TABLE 2

Aquifer interference tests and water properties

Aquifer reference Thickness Water injection rate Water compressibility Water viscosity

Le Borgne et al. (2004) 100 m 34 m3/h 8.3E-10 Pa�1 0.17E-3 Pa.s

Bernard et al. (2006) 120 m 0.0187 m3/s 8.3E-10 Pa�1 0.17E-3 Pa.s
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10 102 103 104 105 106

M1 (88 m)

M5 (157 m)

P
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e 
(1

05 
 P

a)

Time (s)

Figure 9

This theory (lines); observations (Bernard et al., 2006).

TABLE 1

Adjusted properties, wells R46 to R385 from Le Borgne et al. (2004); wells M1 and M5 from Bernard et al. (2006)

Well Distance (m) df dw u k (m2) fSC hSC (m) hBB (m)

R46 46 1.92 2.88 0.0015 2.77E-13 0.035 55.18 53.13

R61 61 1.89 2.84 0.0021 2.53E-13 0.08 47.47 84.58

R160 160 1.01 1.51 0.092 7.50E-13 0.30 1.83 28.20

R200 200 1.68 2.52 0.0078 2.76E-13 0.11 36.64 100.9

R200B 200 1.87 2.80 0.072 4.55E-13 0.13 25.34 24.60

R273 273 1.83 2.75 0.044 3.53E13 0.42 27.53 67.07

R385 385 1.64 2.46 0.047 8.80E-13 0.0049 11.70 23.55

M1 88 2.69 4.04 0.00069 1.07E-15 0.68 10.94 3.40

M5 157 1.87 2.81 0.042 2.10E-13 0.19 242.11 34.05
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distributions of matrix-rock blocks in fractured reser-

voirs, (de Swaan, 2000).

A full characterization of actual porous or fractured

reservoirs in terms of backbone(s) and dangling-end

sizes, as well as indicators of fractal exponents is not

known to the author. That knowledge is important for

secondary recovery practices since in dangling ends

fluids displacement is not operative; they are stagnant

unproductive zones.

CONCLUSIONS

1. The diffusion equation with fractional space and time

derivatives, representing flow in a finite, fractal and

linear medium, was formulated by using the Caputo

fractional derivative both in the space and time terms.

The presented approach was validated with compari-

sons to the normal case with integer exponents;

2. The resulting outflow function from that linear med-

ium was included as a source term in the equation of

pressure transient in an infinite radial connected med-

ium. That global equation was back-transformed – in

time and space – with approximate procedures and

matched to actual pressure-interference data from

tests in aquifers, showing the feasibility of the

approach;

3. The present theory provides a mathematical descrip-

tion of transient flow in media that may be repre-

sented as clusters of pores or fractures formed by

backbone(s) and subcritical clusters.
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